ProGallery MeshPanel Covers
Instructions for Use
* Before beginning: be sure that you have attached your MeshPanels to your booth
frame with the Velcro-edged side facing into your booth.
1. Locate the top edge of your ProGallery Cover - the top and sides have Velcro at the edges, the
bottom does not have Velcro.
2. Beginning at the very center of the top edge, attach cover to top edge of MeshPanel by pressing
Velcro strips together. Work from the center towards each corner, adjusting as needed to match
corner of MeshPanel with corner of ProGallery cover. It may be necessary to remove and reposition the cover to achieve a perfect fit.
3. Working down from the top towards the bottom, press side edges together, stretching fabric
gently to line up the edge of the cover with the edge of the MeshPanel.
4. Attach the Velcro straps at the bottom of the cover to the legs, gently stretching material side to
side. Use the ties at the bottom of the vertical seam line(s) to attach to lower StaBar.
5. With the covers in place, you can use your Corner Wraps to complete the full coverage look.
Corner Wraps have Velcro tabs at the top corners that attach to Velcro tabs on the front surface of
the covers and the tabs on the rear surface of the MeshPanel, as well as near the bottom.
Corner Wraps are universal and can be used at every vertical joint or leg of your display to hide
framework.

Notes
*Corner Wraps for front legs of canopy are not compatible with the use of your sidewall windstraps
or awning framework. For outdoor use, we recommend forgoing the use of front leg Corner Wraps.
*In case of rain at an outdoor event, you may wish to extend your canopy legs in order to lift the
bottom edge of your ProGallery Covers away from the ground.
*For use with a Convertible MeshPanel, attach cover to full width of panel, allowing cover to wrap
around leg pole along with the MeshPanel.

